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This is the most fascinating and exciting news for the customers who often required the in-flight
mobile for calling their business delegates or for some office work. So Virgin is going to launch in-
flight mobile calls and is the first company in United Kingdom offering this superb facility. Moreover
there are facilities for text messaging Internet access on the flights.

Virgin A330 Airbus finally progressing out to 17 other airplanes on more than 10 routes and is
Airbus flights between London and New York. The Aero Mobile is powering this service and is a part
of Panasonic which is worldwide famous for its wonderful Lumix cameras. And now would go to
provide GSM network coverage and would also provide a communication with your friends when
you are cruising at 41,000feets above in the air.

Apart of sending and receiving messages but now you may also receive and send the phone calls
when you are above in the air. You can catch the service of Virgin which is the initial UK airline
company in Lufthansa and Emirates. For enjoy this facility a normal roaming costs would be
charged so be careful while chatting with your friends other you have to face a huge monstrous bill.
The Virgin is not clear at this moment as the facility would be providing to the entire plane or to be
first trialed in the business class region. Earlier British Airways provides a facility of in-flight texts
and web access to their passengers at a route between London city Airport and New York and in-
flight mobile calls facility was not available at that time. Moreover with the help of GPRS service only
web access was possible.

Emirates, Lufthansa and Qantas are the airlines that are amongst the nine foreign carriers that offer
Aero Mobile but Virgin is the initial UK transporter to organize it. Virgin chief operating officer Steve
Griffiths stated that the main aim of the company is to provide full Wi-Fi on the Boeing 787 Dream
liner and expected to be fulfilled by the end of 2014. Moreover he also told that the company is
focusing on the demands of the customers rather than simply installing. And also it is very important
the users make the best use of the services with they would come not know that they sensibly invest
the technology.
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